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Discovering  the SM at the LHC
 We’re all looking for BSM physics at

the LHC
 Before we publish BSM discoveries

from the early running of the LHC, we
want to make sure that we
measure/understand SM cross
sections
◆ detector and reconstruction

algorithms operating properly
◆ SM physics understood properly
◆ SM backgrounds to BSM physics

correctly taken into account
 ATLAS/CMS  will have a program to

measure production of SM processes:
inclusive jets, W/Z + jets, heavy flavor
during first inverse femtobarn
◆ so experimenters need/have a

program now of Monte Carlo
production and studies to make
sure that we understand what
issues are important

◆ and we also need tool and
algorithm and theoretical
prediction developments (such
as at NLO)



Cross sections at the LHC

 Experience at the Tevatron is
very useful, but scattering at
the LHC  is not necessarily
just “rescaled” scattering at
the Tevatron

 Small typical momentum
fractions x in many key
searches
◆ dominance of gluon and

sea quark scattering
◆ large phase space for

gluon emission and thus
for production of extra jets

◆ intensive QCD
backgrounds

◆ or to summarize,…lots of
Standard  Model to wade
through to find the BSM
pony

BFKL?



Ratios:LHC to Tevatron pdf luminosities
 Processes that depend on qQ initial

states (e.g. chargino pair production)
have small enchancements

 Most backgrounds have gg or gq
initial states and thus large
enhancement factors (500 for W + 4
jets for example, which is primarily
gq) at the LHC

 W+4 jets is a background to tT
production both at the Tevatron and
at the LHC

 tT production at the Tevatron is
largely through a qQ initial states and
so qQ->tT has an enhancement factor
at the LHC of ~10

 Luckily tT has a gg initial state as well
as qQ so total enhancement at the
LHC is a factor of 100
◆ but increased W + jets

background means that a higher
jet cut is necessary at the LHC

◆ known known: jet cuts have to be
higher at LHC than at Tevatron

◆ luckily WbBjj has a small
enhancement factor

qQgq

gg



The LHC will be a very jetty place

 Total cross sections for tT and
Higgs production saturated by tT
(Higgs) + jet production for jet pT
values of order 10-20 GeV/c

 σ W+3 jets > σ W+2 jets

 Indication that can expect interesting
events at LHC to be very jetty
(especially from gg initial states)

 Also can be understood from point-of-
view of Sudakov form factors



NLO corrections

 NLO is the first order for
which the normalization,
and sometimes the
shape, is believable

 NLO is necessary for
precision comparisons of
data to theory

 Sometimes backgrounds
to new physics can be
extrapolated from non-
signal regions, but this is
difficult to do for low
cross section final states
and/or final states where
a clear separation of a
signal and background
region is difficult



NLO corrections

K-factors may differ from one because of new subprocesses/contributions at higher 
order and/or differences between LO and NLO pdf’s

Sometimes it is useful to define a K-factor (NLO/LO). Note the value of the K-factor 
depends critically on its definition. K-factors at LHC (mostly) similar to those at Tevatron.



Counterexample:shape dependence of a K-factor

 Inclusive jet production probes
very wide x,Q2 range along
with varying mixture of
gg,gq,and qq subprocesses

 Over limited range of pT and y,
can approximate effect of NLO
corrections by K-factor but not
in general
◆ in particular note that for

forward rapidities, K-factor
<<1

◆ LO predictions will be
large overestimates

◆ see extra slides for
discussion as to why



Now we come to the “maligned” experimenter’s NLO wishlist

almost 6 years
to the day and
yet not a single 
calculation 
finished!
Shame



NLO calculation priority list from Les Houches 2005: theory benchmarks

What about time lag in going from availability of matrix elements to having a parton
level Monte Carlo available? See e.g. H + 2 jets. Other processes are going to be 
just as complex. 

*completed
 since 
 list
+people are
working 

*

*

G. Heinrich and J. Huston

+

+

+



tTj
 An important calculation at

NLO that would have made
the list, except we knew that
Dittmaier, Uwer and Weinzierl
were alread working on it

 NLO corrections are small
with scale choice near mt

 Bonus feature: tTj asymmetry
at Tevatron small at NLO

bonus because
tT and tTj 
asymmetries in 
opposite 
directions



From LHC theory initiative white paper

Uli Baur Fermilab W&C Aug 18



Some issues/questions
 What if we don’t finish every

process on the Les Houches
list in time?
◆ and/or we think of new

ones
 Can we make some

generalizations based on
◆  type of reaction, initial

state partons, kinematics
▲ gg s-channel reactions

have large K-factors?
◆ past experience

▲ tTg->tTbB?
◆  and data/(LO)theory at

the Tevatron?
 Can we learn anything more

about NLO multi-jet cross
sections from threshold
resummation?

 Or, calculate soft and
collinear approximations
to NLO (George
Sterman)?
◆ collinear regions in phase

and loop space universal
(and fairly simple)

◆ soft gluon regions change
with number of jets, but
are also simple

◆ generate a relatively
simple approximation to
NLO following from same
factorization formulas used
to prove threshold
resummation



Some issues/questions
 Once we have the

calculations, how do we
(experimentalists) use them?
◆ and I would say that

experimentalists have a
history of not using the NLO
calculations available

 Best is to have NLO partonic
level calculation interfaced to
parton shower/hadronization
◆ but that has been done only

for relatively simple
processes and is very
(theorist) labor intensive

▲ still waiting for
inclusive jets in
MC@NLO, for
example

◆ need more automation
◆ interface issues?

 Even with partonic level
calculations, need ability to
write out ROOT ntuples of
parton level events
◆ so that can generate once

with loose cuts and
distributions can be re-made
without the need for the
lengthy re-running of the
predictions

◆ what I do for example with
MCFM

▲ but 10’s of Gbytes
 Is it useful/feasible to

establish some conventions
so that new calculations can
easily be incorporated into
programs such as MCFM or
NLOJET++ ?



Parton showers
 There has been a great deal

of progress in coupling LO
and NLO calculations with
parton showers

 What about improvements to
the parton showers
themselves?
◆ adding information from

fixed order matrix
elements (a la
CKKW/mlm)

◆ improving accuracy of
parton shower to NLL

◆ quantifying the
uncertainties of parton
showering

◆ learning from SCET



Don’t forget
 NNLO: we need to know

some processes (such
as inclusive jet
production) at NNLO

 Resummation effects:
affect important physics
signatures
◆ mostly taken into account

if NLO calculations can be
linked with parton
showering Monte Carlos



…and
 BFKL logs: will we finally

see them at the LHC?
 EW logs: αWlog2(pT

2/mW
2) can be

a big number at the LHC

What if we turn on the LHC and everything
is BFKL? Will anyone except Jeppe be happy? 



Summary

 Physics will come flying hot
and heavy when LHC turns on
at full energy in 2008

 Important to establish both the
SM benchmarks and the tools
we will need to properly
understand this flood of data
◆ and in particular, the needed

NLO and Monte Carlo
implementations

 See
http://www.lpthe.jussieu.fr/LesHo
uches07Wiki/index.php/Prelimina
ry_Programme for talks/program
of work

 In particular, this afternoon
◆ NLO wishlist (progress/additions)
◆ output of NLO calculations

(stand-alone use or interface to
parton showers)

◆ SCET, BFKL, ...
◆ getting control of parton shower

uncertainties (+ NLL parton
showers?)

◆ MC tuning in the presence of
matching

◆ important LHC tests. Wish list of
measurements?



Some references

 Also online at ROP

Standard Model benchmarks
See www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/ 

Les_Houches_2005/Les_Houches_SM.html

http://stacks.iop.org/0034-4885/70/89

Les Houches Physics at TeV colliders 2005, 
Standard Model and Higgs Working Group:
Summary report.
C. Buttar et al. hep-ph/0604120



Also: CTEQ LHC Workshop
 May 14-15 Kellogg

Biological Station*,
Michigan State
University

 Program
    * The LHC environment
    * Benchmark QCD measurements
    * W/Z production as luminosity monitor
    * W/Z/photon+light/heavy-flavor jets
    * ttbar/single-top production
    * Simulation tools: from parton-level to

full event
    * Next generation of parton shower

models
    * The Tevatron reach to new physics
    * New physics searches with 1 fb-1

    * Theory tools for new physics
searches

http://tigger.uic.edu/~varelas/cteq_lhc_workshop/

*no medical experiments were performed on
participants during their stay



Extra slides



Sudakov form factors
 Sudakov form factor gives the

probability for a gluon not to be
emitted; basis of parton shower
Monte Carlos

 Consider tT production
 In going from the Tevatron to the

LHC, you are moving from
primarily qQ initial states to gg
initial states

 …and to smaller values of parton
x
◆ so there’s more phase space

for gluon emission
 So significantly more extra jets

associated with the tT final state



Aside: Why K-factors < 1 for inclusive jet prodution?

 Write cross section indicating explicit
scale-dependent terms

 First term (lowest order) in (3) leads
to monotonically decreasing behavior
as scale increases

 Second term is negative for µ<pT,
positive for µ>pT

 Third term is negative for factorization
scale M < pT

 Fourth term has same dependence as
lowest order term

 Thus, lines one and four give
contributions which decrease
monotonically with increasing scale
while lines two and three start out
negative, reach zero when the scales
are equal to pT, and are positive for
larger scales

 At NLO, result is a roughly parabolic
behavior

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)



Why K-factors < 1?

 First term (lowest order) in (3) leads to
monotonically decreasing behavior as scale
increases

 Second term is negative for µ<pT, positive
for µ>pT

 Third term is negative for factorization scale
M < pT

 Fourth term has same dependence as
lowest order term

 Thus, lines one and four give contributions
which decrease monotonically with
increasing scale while lines two and three
start out negative, reach zero when the
scales are equal to pT, and are positive for
larger scales

 NLO parabola moves out towards higher
scales for forward region

 Scale of ET/2 results in a K-factor
of ~1 for low ET, <<1 for high ET
for forward rapidities at Tevatron



Another example, from the Tevatron

 Suppose you measure the
high mtT region looking for
new physics

 Suppose that your
measurement agrees well with
Pythia

 Have you missed something?
 Yes, because NLO prediction

at high mass is about half of
LO prediction
◆ partially pdf’s
◆ partially matrix elements



What about tT at  the LHC?
 The cross section is

dominated by the gg
subprocess so the K-
factor is
approximately
constant and > 1
◆ unlike the Tevatron



SM benchmarks for the LHC

 pdf luminosities and uncertainties
 expected cross sections for useful processes

◆ inclusive jet production 
▲ simulated jet events at the LHC
▲ jet production at the Tevatron

– a link to a CDF thesis on inclusive jet production in Run 2
– CDF results from Run II using the kT algorithm

◆ photon/diphoton
◆ Drell-Yan cross sections
◆ W/Z/Drell Yan rapidity distributions
◆ W/Z as luminosity benchmarks
◆ W/Z+jets, especially the Zeppenfeld plots
◆ top pairs

▲ ongoing work, list of topics (pdf file)

See www.pa.msu.edu/~huston/ 

Les_Houches_2005/Les_Houches_SM.html
(includes CMS as well as ATLAS) 



W + jets at the Tevatron

 Interesting for tests of
perturbative QCD formalisms
◆ matrix element calculations
◆ parton showers
◆ …or both

 Backgrounds to tT production and
other potential new physics

 Observe up to 7 jets at the
Tevatron

 Results from Tevatron to  the right are
in a form  that can be easily
compared to theoretical
predictions (at hadron level)
◆ see www-cdf.fnal.gov QCD

webpages
◆ in process of comparing to

MCFM and CKKW predictions
◆ remember for a cone of 0.4,

hadron level ~ parton level

note emission
of each jet 
suppressed by
~factor of αs

agreement with
MCFM for low
jet multiplicity


